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I followed all the instructions on the windows 10 upgrade, (particularly the step of replacing all
the files from the w-10 folder) but when i went to start it, it would just go right back to the win7
desktop, no error at all Even if I have the error code pop up on a different screen, I don't know

how to boot into safe mode because the repair window is on top of the Win7 login, and I can't get
there. The auto start button doesn't work. How do I get into the repair interface? Not sure if this
is the right place, so please forgive me if it is not. I'm trying to repair my system from Win10 to

Win7 and I'm getting an error stating 'a problem occured' when the repair process begins. I need
to use the tools from the Windows CD because I only have it on a DVD/CD-RW drive. I can't do

any updates, the internet connection doesn't work at this time. I got an AMD Duron CPU PIII 624,
nvidia FX5200(16MB), 500GB SATA, 1TB SATA, with no operating system loaded, and when I

finished upgrading, after saying net stop wuauserv, restarting it again when I noticed the
desktop, there it shows the Windows 10 and nvidia logo, and after, the login screen appeared,

with nvidia logo and a message window saying that the nvidia driver must be restarted, but after
restarting, the desktop and login screen was the same as before. Do you have any idea on how

to solve it? The new Windows 10 drivers 260.99 vs. 266.58, both should be checked (I chose
266.58 based on the consumer reports). After this many installs over the years, I'm backing up to
the 64bit NVIDIA drivers if I install a new OS now. I made some inquiries on Reddit and YouTube.

One poster said the 260.99 drivers wouldn't install due to a McAfee warning but after the net
stop wuauserv (which may have been required at the install time) and net start wuauserv, the

260.99 drivers went in. So, I chose this approach based on this advice on Reddit which has
worked for me in the past.
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15 Changes and Fixed Issues in
Version Changes and Fixed

Issues in Version The following
sections list the important

changes and the most common
issues resolved in this version.
This list is only a subset of the
total number of changes made

in this driver version. The
NVIDIA bug number is provided

for reference. Windows 10
Fixed Issues Photoshop CC

2015 has BSOD on notebooks
when launched. [ ] [359.06]
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NVIDIA Control Panel fails to
launch after driver installed. [ ]
[361.43] Users get SYSTEM_TH
READ_EXCEPTION_NOT_HANDL

ED_M ( e) BSOD when using
driver in games. [ ] [SLI] Clock
speeds remain above idle at
144 Hz on desktop. [ ] [SLI]

Clock speeds remain above idle
at 144 Hz on desktop. [ ]

Graphics Drivers for Windows,
Version RN-W v01 7 12 Chapter

2 : RELEASE 361 DRIVER
CHANGES Help for GPU

Profiling Press the \"Profiling\"
button to enable GPU profiling.

GPU profiling evaluates how
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your GPU performs while
running applications. If GPU
profiling is enabled, you can

select the type of profiling you
want to run. In order to start

GPU profiling, select a graphics
task from the list provided and
press the Start Profiling button.
NVIDIA Performance Control is
a feature added in Release 358

which allows you to monitor
the performance of the GPU
while running applications. It

provides you with a plethora of
performance data related to

the GPU in a user-friendly
interface. This is achieved by
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not only allowing you to
monitor and record the

performance of the GPU while
it runs programs, but also

allows you to make
adjustments to the settings of

the GPU to improve its
performance. You can see the

details of how the Feature
works in Chapter 4 - GPU

Profiling in the Performance
Tuning Guide in the Drivers
Downloads section. Release

361 adds the ability to monitor
and adjust the performance
settings of the GPU with GPU

Profiling under the newly
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renamed \"Performance
Control.\" In addition to the

settings added in Release 358,
Release 361 allows you to

monitor and adjust the
following performance settings

of the GPU: GPU buffer size:
Controls the size of the GPU's
built-in cache. Higher values

increase the GPU's cache size.
This allows the GPU to cache
often-used data and results in

higher performance. GPU
Texture caching: Controls the
number of textures the GPU
can cache. Setting the Cache

size to \"5MB\" allows for
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caching up to 5MB of data.
Larger values allow caching

larger quantities of data. The
optimal cache size depends on
your GPU. You can monitor the

impact of the cache on your
system by monitoring the

\"Utilization Bytes\" graph in
Performance Control. Through
the GPU Performance Control

Settings, you can also increase
the Driver Minimum Agreement

date to allow more time for
driver development. Released
in Patch 1.0.0.9, this feature is
now included in the upcoming
Nsight support packages for
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Windows and Linux. Windows
10 Fixed Issues Photoshop CC
2015 has BSOD on notebooks
when launched. [ ] [359.06]
NVIDIA Control Panel fails to

launch after driver installed. [ ]
[361.43] Users get SYSTEM_TH
READ_EXCEPTION_NOT_HANDL

ED_M ( e) BSOD when using
driver in games. [ ] [SLI] Clock
speeds remain above idle at
144 Hz on desktop. [ ] [SLI]

Clock speeds remain above idle
at 144 Hz on desktop. [ ]

Graphics Drivers for Windows,
Version RN-W v01 7

5ec8ef588b
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